Future Faculty Workshop at the University of Michigan

Develop Your Career

The NextProf Science 2016 Workshop will help you—a talented scientist with a demonstrated commitment to diversity—explore what is involved in pursuing exciting and rewarding careers in academic research institutions.

“I was blown away by this workshop. Lots of useful information I never would have gotten as a postdoc…” —2015 Participant


At NextProf Science, you will learn:

- how to form a teaching & mentoring philosophy
- how to build a successful research program
- how the faculty search process works
- why a network is important

Expand your network. Join colleagues and academic leaders from across the country. Share conversations with diverse faculty scientists.

“I think my favorite part was just being in a room with this diverse group of talented scientists … a rare experience for me!” —2015 Participant

Open to U.S. citizens and permanent residents. Underrepresented minorities and women especially encouraged to apply. Travel, lodging, and meals are covered for participants.

Apply!

Online at: siteslsa.umich.edu/nextprof-science/
Deadline: February 21, 2016

More info at: siteslsa.umich.edu/nextprof-science/